
The Fall 2014 Indicators Launch & Lunch, “ Transportation: Planning for the Next Mile” 

was held on November 12, 2014. We ran a bit short of time for a Q&A period with our 

speakers, so asked them to follow up on submitted questions. This document 

represents their responses.  

 

Q. Will our downtowns go pedestrian only to encourage walking?   

A: (Steve Raney, Cities 21, hereafter C21) As auto-dominance is gradually reduced, more 

opportunities will arise for pedestrian malls which are really great places for people to hang out 

in and make random social connections. Boulder’s model is one nice example: 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pearl_Street_Mall , history & design notes: 

http://www.restreets.org/case-studies/pearl-street-pedestrian-mall . Note that not all pedestrian 

malls are judged a success.  

 
 

Q. What about Neighborhood Electric Vehicles - golf carts that look like cars? They need 

one street which is enabled at 15-20mph. 

A: (C21) We are seeing some vehicle design innovations in this space, but not supportive 

parking/street network design/planning that would better exploit such vehicles.  

Renault Twizy: 

 
GM EN-V:  
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Q. Is it true that widening highways results in reduced GHG/CO2/pollution emissions? 

(This was stated as a “benefit” to the TA Board last week or so) If not, what is the source 

of the claim? And if not, why does our air quality still not meet GPA standards, despite 

decades of highway widening? 

A: (Elliot) Widening highways can provide a temporary benefit by reducing traffic congestion and 

jams, which are more emissions intensive than freeflow traffic.  The benefit is temporary, as 

highway widening makes the time cost of driving more competitive with other alternatives.  The 

claim is correct in the near-term (a year) where there is congestion, but generally incorrect in the 

long term, where induced demand will take over those benefits (several years). 

 

(C21) “Induced demand” explained 

http://www.wired.com/2014/06/wuwt-traffic-induced-demand/  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induced_demand  

http://streetswiki.wikispaces.com/Induced+Traffic  

Induced traffic is the phenomenon whereby decreasing the cost of vehicle trips in a 

particular corridor -- usually by decreasing congestion through a roadway improvement -

– induces new vehicle trips in that corridor. Transportation planners generally believe 

that land uses generate travel demand, and roadway capacity is provided to respond to 

that demand. In recent years, evidence points to a strong reverse direction in this 

relationship: the building of roadways encourages land development as well as new trips 

from existing land uses. This is “induced traffic”. 

 

Induced traffic may consume much of a roadway’s added capacity within a few years, 

although highway construction proponents dispute this. Induced traffic is added to the 

system in both the short-term (new trips induced immediately by the reduced 

congestion) and the long-term (trips added from new development that was itself 

encouraged by the added roadway capacity). Historically, decisions to build a new 

highway or widen a highway or arterial ignored the induced traffic effect of the capacity 

expansion. 

 

Todd Litman at the Victoria Transport Institute concluded from several major studies that 

half of increased roadway capacity is consumed by added traffic in about five years, and 

80% of increased capacity is eventually consumed by induced traffic. In a typical 

http://www.wired.com/2014/06/wuwt-traffic-induced-demand/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Induced_demand
http://streetswiki.wikispaces.com/Induced+Traffic


example, a study of California’s freeway system found that 60-90% of increased urban 

road capacity is filled with new traffic within five years 

 

Q. Why is transit expected to be self-sustaining financially when highways and airports 

are not? 

A: (Elliot): 

● For no good reason, it’s one of the greatest fallacies in transportation thinking and policy.  

It’s my opinion, that the main reason transit is expected to be self-sustaining is because the 

costs are clearly visible through financial reporting under a single agency.  So, we can see when 

public transit is not self-sustaining, whereas its hard to make that assessment for driving and 

airports.   

● Also, for rail in particular, the entities managing these systems are responsible for both 

infrastructure and operational costs.  No other transportation mode is imposed with a 

similar demand.  For non-transit surface modes, transportation is generally viewed as a cost.  

How does driving, bicycling, or walking make a profit?  Its a question that is confusing because 

the paradigms in which we view these modes is not the same as we view public transit.   

● Airlines are somewhat similar in that they viewed as profitable or not, but its only for the 

line-haul operations and capital (plane costs and operating them).  They get considerable 

infrastructure support in the form of public weather services, airport operations, FAA air traffic 

control ops, among other things.  Airlines and drivers do pay into funds that support their 

respective infrastructures, but these payments generally don’t match the combined capital and 

operational costs of the infrastructure.   

● So, in summary, there is no good reason for this expectation placed on public transit in 

contrast to the very different expectations we place on other transportation modes.  The main 

reason, which is not a good one, is that the costs and revenue of public transit are uniquely 

visible with far greater precision than other modes. 

 

Q. What will it take to get transit to serve getting people from urban areas to parks and 

open spaces? Right now current systems only serve jobs and housing. 

A: (C21) Transportation planning. Bay Area residents take about 3.8 trips per day by various 

modes. A trip vector is a directional line segment from an origination to a destination. We 

analyze the number of trips along different trip vectors. Think of all the trip vectors in the Bay 

Area being a birds nest of twigs going in every which direction, with the thickness of twigs 

proportional to the number of trips on that vector. We add transit capacity along trip vectors with 

lots of trips (demand). Critical mass for transit is achieved for commuting because we have thick 

twigs. Trips to parks and open spaces are often thin twigs without critical mass.  

 

Q. What about segways? 

A: (C21) I was a speaker at a smart mobility conference that was very Segway-centered. The 

top Segway staff were very proud of their product design process. One audience member raised 

an alternate view: “you took your wheelchair gyro stabilization technology, applied it to making a 

Segway, but you never figured out a business case for any applications of the technology. You 

failed Product Design 101.” This audience member’s point was that even the Segway folks 

couldn’t give you an answer. 



  
 

Q. Most of the new housing in San Mateo County is Transit Oriented Housing but its not 

affordable (i.e. $3500 / 2 BR apartment). Where and how will affordable housing be built? 

A: (C21) Speaking as a Palo Alto resident where prices are even higher, I am an advocate for 

micro-apartments to increase affordability while decreasing carbon footprint: 

 
 

Q. Israel is pioneering magnetic transportation that generates energy based on magnets 

placed on rail corridors, airports and highways. How can we import this technology to 

San Mateo County to generate clean energy and help pay for transportation and transit? 

A: (C21) Skytran is headquartered at Moffett Field and made the announcement about Israel: 

http://www.wired.com/2014/06/israel-pod-transport/ . Skytran desperately wants to develop 

profitable business cases for their system in the Bay Area.   

http://www.wired.com/2014/06/israel-pod-transport/


 
New, innovative transit technologies will hopefully come to market rapidly. Similar to Skytran, 

the Ultra Global PRT (London Heathrow Pod) and 2getthere (Mascar ecocity) personal rapid 

transit systems are already commercialized and are operating at better than 99.7% reliability. 

But these two small systems have not resulted in additional system sales. From my past 

employment in the space, I can attest that it’s a tricky business.   

My blog post on various future mobility technologies: http://cityminded.org/future-urban-mobility-

3907  

http://cityminded.org/future-urban-mobility-3907
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